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Abstract

Coaxial cables are vital to a wide range of electronic sys-

tems. Phase accuracy in coaxial cables is sensitive to the

inevitable cable bending in actual usage and temperature

change in the environment. For phase-critical applications,

e.g. multi-antenna channel sounding, phase accuracy is

fundamental to obtain trustworthy measurement results. A

technique to track and remove random phase change in

coaxial cables due to cable effect is presented. The phase-

stabilizing technique provides a general phase stabilizing

framework via introducing a bi-directional transmission on

the cable. The principle of the phase stabilizing scheme is

explained and its effectiveness is experimentally validated

in a back-to-back measurement.

Index terms— Channel sounding, phase accuracy, coaxial

cables, phase stabilizing.

1 Introduction

Electronic systems have become increasingly sensitive to

phase changes in their components, and cables can be a sig-

nificant source of poor phase performance [1]. Ideally, ca-

bles are utilized to transfer radio signals from one location

to another, without affecting (i.e. electrically invisible to)

the transferred signals. In practical usage cases, however,

cables are expected to undergo frequent bending, which can

result in significant phase changes, depending on the bend-

ing radius and types of cables [1]. Another major source

of phase change in cables is the temperature change in the

environment [1, 2]. Phase stability is crucial in some phase

critical applications, e.g. frequency distribution system [3],

radio interferometry [4], channel sounding [5, 6, 7, 8]. In

[4], the ultra-stable phase stability is achieved by config-

uring a closed phase-locked loop with a single-mode opti-

cal fiber transmission line. It was further described in [2]

that design, materials and processes should be considered

simultaneously to obtain good phase performance. Un-

derstanding the properties of the of radio channels is key to

the design of wireless systems, which necessitates reliable

channel sounding in the deployment scenarios [5, 6, 7, 8].

Phase accuracy is important in channel sounding, since an-

gle of arrival estimation of multipath components relies

on the phase relationship between antenna array elements.

Synchronization between the transmitter (Tx) and receiver

(Rx) is mandatory in channel sounding to obtain accurate

phase and time of flight information. High stability clocks

are often used for synchronization at the Tx and Rx side

[7]. Vector network analyzer (VNA) has been an attrac-

tive alternative channel sounder in the literature [5, 7, 8],

where coaxial cables are used to carry radio signals, re-

mote antennas, and achieve phase synchronization. Virtual

antenna array concept, where a large-scale virtual array is

formed via mechanically placing a single antenna in dif-

ferent pre-defined measurement locations (i.e. array ele-

ments), is widely adopted in VNA based channel sounders

due to its simplicity, flexibility and cost efficiency [8]. For

phase-critical applications, e.g. channel sounding, it is vital

to avoid phase randomness caused by cables. It is impor-

tant to combat cable bending and temperature change and

ensure accurate phase measurements.

In this paper, a phase stabilization scheme is presented for

the VNA based channel sounders, which can effectively re-

move the random and unpredictable phase behaviour in the

coaxial cable via utilizing a feedback link. To the best of

our knowledge, the presented method has not been reported

so far.

2 Problem Statement

As illustrated in Fig. 1(a), VNA is an intrinsic chan-

nel sounder where channel frequency response (which in-

cludes the antenna response and propagation channel) can

be recorded in S21( f ) in the S-parameter test set as

S21( f ) = hcable( f )h12( f ) (1)

where hcable( f ) and h12( f ) denote frequency responses of

the cable and radio channel, respectively. hcable( f ) is typi-

cally calibrated out (i.e. hcable( f ) = 1) in the back-to-back

measurement. As explained earlier, radio signals might be

affected by the coaxial cables due to cable bending and tem-

perature change in the environment. We can introduce a

term Δhc( f ) to denote signal change in the cable. After

calibration, we have,

S21( f ) = Δhc( f )h12( f ) (2)

Therefore, Δhc( f ) is embedded in the measured frequency

response and difficult to remove since it is random and un-

known in practice.
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Figure 1. VNA based channel sounder. (a) Original setup;

(b) Phase-stabilizing setup with phase tracking and correct-

ing scheme.

3 Phase-stabilizing Method

The phase-stabilizing setup is illustrated in Fig. 1(b), where

a forward link and a feedback link are implemented on the

same cable (i.e. bi-directional transmission) based on cir-

culators and a splitter. S21( f ) of the forward link can be

written as:

S21( f ) = hFW ( f )Δhc( f )h12( f ) (3)

where hFW ( f ) denotes the frequency response of the for-

ward link, which characterizes the effect of the cables, two

circulators, and the power splitter. S41( f ) of the feedback

link can be denoted as:

S41( f ) = hFB( f )Δhc( f )2 (4)

where hFB( f ) denotes the frequency response of the feed-

back link. Note that we have Δhc( f )2 in (4) and Δhc( f )
in (3) since the signal travels once in the forward link yet

twice in the feedback link. Again, both hFW ( f ) and hFB( f )
can be calibrated out in the back-to-back measurements first

(i.e. hFW ( f ) = hFB( f ) = 1). Therefore, we have

h12( f ) =
S21( f )
√

S41( f )
(5)

The basic principle of the phase-stabilizing method is that

the random and unpredictable phase behaviour in the coax-

ial cable can be measured and then de-embedded once a bi-

directional transmission on the cable is achieved using cir-

culators and power splitter. The phase stabilization scheme

helps to avoid undesired phase changes in the coaxial cable

effectively.
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Figure 2. Validation measurement. (a) Illustration of the

back-to-back measurement setup; (b) Photo of the practical

measurement setup.

4 Validation Measurements

The phase-stabilizing method is experimentally validated

in a back-to-back measurement as illustrated in Fig. 2(a).

A mechanical phase shifter is used to mimic the possi-

ble phase change in the coaxial cable due to temperature

change or cable bending. The phase in the phase shifter is

recorded at 1.6 GHz with a frequency span of 450 MHz

(from 1.55 GHz to 2 GHz) and a frequency step of 2.5

MHz. For each phase value set in the phase shifter, we

recorded the forward link frequency response S21( f ) and

the feedback link frequency response S41( f ) with the VNA.

A photo of the measurement setup is shown in Fig 2(b).

In the measurement, we first set the mechanical phase

shifter to 0 degrees (denoting no phase change in the ca-

ble) and then we measured and stored S21( f ) and S41( f )
for the back-to-back calibration. The measured phases with

0 degree set in the phase shifter after calibration are shown

in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), respectively, for the forward

link and the feedback link. After the back-to-back calibra-

tion, a maximum phase error of around 1 degree for the

forward link and 2 degrees for the feedback link can be ob-

served, indicating an effective back-to-back calibration pro-

cess. Then, the phase shifters were set to three other values,

i.e. 15 degrees, 20 degrees, and 45 degrees, to mimic three

different phase changes introduced by the cable effects. The

phase responses over frequency of the forward link and the

feedback link are shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), re-

spectively. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the phases recorded at

1.6 GHz in the forward link correspond well to the pre-set



values, with a maximum deviation of around 2.5 degrees.

The frequency response of the phase shifter is not linear

over the swept frequency in the measurement. As shown in

Fig. 3(b), the measured phase response over frequency of

the feedback link is always approximately twice that of the

forward link, as expected. The compensated frequency re-

sponses with different phase values set in the phase shifters,

adopting (4), are shown in Fig. 3(c). The achieved phase

error is less than 2 degrees at the specified 1.6 GHz with

the proposed method, regardless of the phase values set in

the phase shifters. Over the measured 450 MHz span, the

achieved phase error is around within ±4 degrees although

the frequency response of the phase shifter is non-linear,

indicating an excellent achieved phase stability.

5 Conclusion

This paper presents a phase-stabilizing technique for coax-

ial cable to achieve accurate radio channel sounding. The

phase-stabilizing method ensures that the measurement is

immune to stochastic phase changes in the coaxial cable

due to cable bending or temperature change. The phase-

stabilizing setup is further experimentally validated in a

back-to-back measurement, where its phase stabilizing ca-

pability is demonstrated in the measurement.
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